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Physical Studies on Deposited Snow. III.* 

Mechanical Properties (2). 

by 

Zyungo YOSIDA, Hirobumi OURA, Daisuke KUROIWA, Tosio HUZIOKA, 
Kenji KOJIMA, Sin'iti AOKI and Seiiti KINOSITA 

Applied Physics Section, Institute of 
Low Temperature Science. 

(Manuscript Received Feb. 1957) 

II. Mechanical Properties of Deposited Snow 
(continued from previous paper) 

§ 9. Break-down of snow by a falling body. 

In the previous paper-Physical Studies on Deposited Snow II, Mechanical 
Properties (I)-the authors studied principally the mechanical behaviour of snow 
when it was acted upon by a force not so large as to break it down. But the 
studies in that paper were not wholly confined to. the cases of small force. In one 
experiment a slowly increasing load was applied on the snow cover in which case 
the snow cover intermittently broke down each time the increasing load reached 
a certain value. In the following sections from §9 to §14 the break-down of snow 
caused by a heavy body dropped from some height ,upon the surface of the snow 
will be dealt with. Such a sort of break-down must have some common character 
with the above mentioned intermittent break-down of snow under a slowly increasing 
load. 

Attention was mainly directed to the measurement of the resisting force of 
the snow to which the falling body was subjected during its fall within the snow. 
After several preliminary experiments (1) (2), the '\authors came to use the experi
mental equipment 'shown schematically in Fig. 1 (3.) (4). In this figure A represents 
a solid cylinder made of lead (diameter: 6.6 cm, weight: 2 kg or 5 kg) which is the 
heavy body to be dropped onto the block of snow. To the bottom of A is attached 
a steel ring B on whose inner and outer surfaces are, cemented strain gauges W. A 
hollow cylinder C made of thin iron plate fits loosely at its upper part to the 
lower part of lead cylinder A. The steel ring and the hollow cylinder together 
weigh 150 gr. When the combination ABC is dropped onto the block of snow, the 
snow exerts resisting forces to the bottom of hollow cylinder C. Steel ring B is 
then compressed in the vertical direction and the electric resistance of the fine 
wires within the strain gauges W is changed in p~oprotion to the resisting force of 

* Contribution No. 361 f~om the Institute of Low Temperature Science. 
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Fig. 1 Experimental equipment for measuring the resisting 
force of snow against a body falling onto it. 

snow. The change in electric resistance of W is, after having been magnified by 
the bridge balance and the amplifier, recorded by the electromagnetic oscillograph. 
The resisting force of snow appears as soon as the bottom of hollow cylinder C 
touches the surface of snow block and lasts for a few tenths of a second until the 
falling system ABC is stopped after it has penetrated some distance into the snow. 
Copper wire H laid on the snow surface makes an electric closed circuit in con
junction with the falling system ABC at the instant the bottom of hollow cylinder 
C touches the snow surface. This instant is then indicated on the oscillogram by 
the appearance of electric current in the closed circuit. 
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As shown in Fig. 1, lead cylinder A has a long metal rod D firmly screwed 
on its top which rod in turn carries a long ebonite rod E attached to its top. F 
is a hollow cylinder made of plastic with metal collars GG at its ends. As falling 
system ABC goes down metal rod D and ebonite rod. E slide down through the 
plastic cylinder F guided by the metal collars GG, which keeps the faIling system 
from turning aside or. from being tilted. But this device is of one more use. The 
outer surface of the plastic cylinder F is lined with a metal plate which together 
with metal rod D forms an electric co,?-denser. The capacity of this condenser is 
proportional to the length of the part of metal rod D which is within cylinder F. 
Therefore the changing position of the faIling system can be continually indicated 
on the oscillogram by recording on it the change of capacity of the above noted 
condenser while the system is falling. 

Fig. 2 (a) is an example of an oscillogram. Time goes on from left to right 
in this figure. Wavy curve R represents the resisting· force of snow of which the 
magnitude can be read on the inscribed scale of kgs. The instant a, at which the 

I I I I I , I I f I I I f I I I • I I I I I I I • I , I • I 
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1-------0 

Fig. 2 (a) Result of experiment made on a block of snow so laid that 
the snow layers stood upright. P: position of falling body, Q: contact 
of falling body with ~now is shown by the shift of this line at point a, 
R: resisting force of snow, (J): at this point falling body was stopped 
by the snow. 
(b) curve of resisting force of snow revised from the experimental 
curve R of (a). 
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bottom of hollow cylinder C shown in Fig. 1 touched the snow surface is indicated 
by a shift on the straight line Q running horizontally near the bottom of the figure. 
This shift in the straight line was caused by the contact of cylinder C with copper 
wire H laid on the snow surface. One sees curve R begin to rise simultaneously 
with this shift. Curve P sloping down from left to right is the curve of position 
of the falling system. At point OJ, curve P ceases tei change becoming horizontally 
straight thereafter, which shows that the falling system was stopped by the snow 
at that time point. This is in accord With the fact that curve R representing the 
resisting force of snow begins to ;&bp at the same instant. The broken line 
branching off from curve P at time point a shows the position which the falling 

system would have taken had there been no snow block. Each interval between 
two adjacent points standing in a line along the top edge of the figure represents 
0.01 sec. 

The falling system is an oscillatory one because it consists of two masses
lead cylinder A and hollow cylinder C-connected by an elastic spring-steel ring 
B. The measurement of the resisting force of snow is based on this very oscil
latory character of the system. But it is an inevitable defect common to all the 
oscillatory measuring systems that such a system cannot represent truly a force which 
undergoes a rapid fine change within the period of free oscillation of the system; 
rapid fine changes taking place within the period tend to be smoothed out or 
averaged. Therefore it is desirable to use a falling system having as short a period 
of free oscillation as possible in order to obtain the true representation of the force. 
In the case of the present falling system, there are two periods of free oscillation 
distinctly different according to the circumstances. 

(1) During the fall of the system. The free oscillation of the whole system 
is nothing but the alternate elongation and contraction in the vertical direction of 
the steel ring B connecting heavy lead cylinder A and light hollow cylinder C. 
Let the center of gravity of the whole system, cylinder A and cylinder C be denoted 
by G, GA and Go· respectively. When the system oscillates freely (the system can 
execute a free oscillation while it is falling, being subjected to no external force other 
than that of gravity) GA and Go move relative to G, but the displacement of GA relative 
to G is always much smaller than that of Go since the mass of cylinder A is 
much larger than that of cylinder C. In other words GA is practically standing 
still in relation to G and only Go oscillates relative to G. Therefore the free oscil
lation of the whole system during its fall can be replaced by the free oscillation 
of cylinder C relative to cylinder A which is now fixed in space. Since the mass 
of hollow cylinder C is small the period of this oscillation is short; it was found 
by observation to be 0.006 sec. 

(2) When the system is stopped by the snow. Hollow cylinder C appears as 

if it were fixed in space since it cannot move being held by the snow. Then the 
free oscillation of the whole system can take place o.nly as a result of the motion 
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of heavy cylinder A. In this case the period of free oscillation of the system 

turns out to be much longer than that of (1) since the mass of the oscillating body 
is large. It was found to be about 0.05 sec. 

It is certainly an advantageous situation that the period of free oscillation in 

case (1) is shorter than that in case (2) for the resisting force of snow makes its 
appearance when the system is under the conditions of the former case. But the 

period of free oscillation in case (1) is still not sufficiently short for the true repre
sentation of the change in the resisting force of snow. Curve R of Fig. 2 (a) 

exhibits fine fluctuations taking place within periods shorter than 0.01 sec (= interval 
between two adjacent dots at the top of Fig. 2 (al). This is nothing but an indi
cation of the existence of some fine changes which cannot be followed by the 

measuring device here in use. Then some imagination must be used in order to 

draw out anything near to truth from curve R of the resisting force. The authors 
suppose that the true change of the resisting force can be represented somewhat 
as in curve R' of Fig. 2 (b). The angular figure aa/ww' of curve R' represents the 
general trend of the change in the resisting force which is faithfully revealed on 

curve R. Vertical segments standing on top of the angular figure are impulsive 
forces which are supposed to have appeared at each trough of the zigzag of curve 
R. An impulsive force lasting only a small fraction of the period of free oscil

lation of the falling system will cause it to draw a heap-like curve having breadth 
nearly equal to the period of its free oscillation. The vertical segment of curve 

R' corresponding to a trough of curve R represents the heap of curve R immediately 
following that trough. It is possible to determine by calculation the magnitude of 
the impulsive force from the shape of the heap shown on curve R. Such a calcu
lation will be made on examples of oscillograms inserted in the later sections. 

In Fig. 2 (a) curve R becomes wavy at a period of about 0.05 sec after time 
point w-the time point when the falling system is stopped by the snow. This 
wave form of curve R is of course the result of free oscillation taking place in the 

falling system under the conditions of the above stated case of (2). The central 

line of the wave form coincides with the weight of the whole falling system, which 

indicates that the snow would continue to exert against the system a constant 
force equal in magnitude to its weight if the system were a single solid body. 

After each experiment the block of snow was cut vertically through the centre 

of the hole made in it by the fall of the falling system. The cut surface was 
then sprayed with water coloured with ink; there appeared a 'spray figure' disclosing 

the change which had been produced in the structure of snow by the fallen system. 

The left illustration of Fig. 3 is an example of a spray figure. (This is not the 

one obtained at the experiment of Fig. 2). The region of compressed snow developed 

below the fallen system is shown by the crescent-shaped dark bands. The spray 
figure discloses also the stratified structure of the un deformed snow around the 
region of compressed snow by horizontal trains of dark spots. The right illustration 
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Fig. 3 Left : Spray figure on the cut surface of block of snow. 
Right: Shade figure on the same block. 

of Fig. 3 is the 'shade figure' of the same block of snow. The snow block was 
cut into a plate about 4 em thick with one of its surfaces halving the hole made 
in the snow block. The shade figure can be seen on the plate by illuminating it 
from behind. The boundary of the region of compressed snow is shown more 

distinctly on the shade figure than on the spray figure, but the shade figure fails 
to disclose the inner structure of that region. 

Fig. 4 is the sketch of the spray figure obtained in the experiment of Fig. 2. 
In this experiment the snow block was not laid in the original position which it 
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Fig. 4 Sketch of spray figure in 

the experiment of Fig. 2. 

had had in the snow cover but was placed 

sideways in such a way that the snow layers 
composing it stood upright. The vertical 
broken lines of Fig. 4 show the boundaries 
between the snow layers. The resisting force 
of snow appears in simplest form when the 

experiment is done on the snow block laid 
in this position. In its natural position the 
snow block gives a very intricate resisting 

force as will be shown in the later sections. 

The figures 2 and 1.5 in the upper part 

of Fig. 4 indicate respectively in units of em 

the height above the snow surface of the 

bottom of the falling system before it is let 

fall and the depth by which it penetrates into 
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the snow. Underlined figure ~ is the thickness of the region of compressed snow. 
Letters U, V, Ware the terms attached by t.he authors to the snow layers. The 
decimal fractions below the terms of snow layers show their snow densities. 

§ 10. The simplest case of break-down of snow by a falling body. 

The snow cover is composed of many layers and their properties differ from 
one layer to the next owing to the difference in the conditions under which they 
have lain since their formation. Therefore a block of snow cut out of the snow 
cover for use in experiment has properties variable in the vertical direction. That 
variability will exert complicatedly changing resisting force against the falling body 
when placed in its original position. But when the block is so laid that its layers 
stand upright the snow structure is uniform in the direction of fall of the falling 
body and the resisting force of snow appears in a simple manner as shown in Fig. 
2 of the previous section. However, the resisting force is never uniform in spite 
of the uniformity of the snow structure, being accompanied by intermittent impulsive 
forces superposed on the constantly acting one. It was thought that such impulsive 
forces may have arisen from the frictional 

force acting between the region of compressed 

snow below the falling body and the snow 
mass surrounding the region. But the fol
lowing experiment shows that this is not the 

case. 

The authors surrounded a pillar of snow 

of the same thickness as the falling system 
with a sheet of soft and tough paper on its 
cylindrical side surface and let the system 
fall onto it. The paper kept the snow pillar 

from being burst sideways but it did not inter
fere with its being compressed. It is clear 
that no frictional force was present here 
since there was no mass of snow surrounding 
the developed region of compressed snow. 
But the intermittent impulsive forces still 
appeared in this case as shown by curves R, 
R' of Fig. 5, where R is the observed curve 
of the resisting force of the snow pillar while 
R' is the one revised from R in the sense 

explained in the previous section. In the 
case illustrated in Fig. 5 the continually acting 
force increased gradually in contrast to the 
case of Fig. 2 where it was kept constant 

Fig. 5 Result of experiment on 
a pillar of snow protected on its 
side surface by a sheet of soft and 
tough paper. 
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(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 6 Structure of deposited sn,ow. 

(al Compact snow in early stage. 
(b) Matured compact snow. 
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(c) 

Fig. 6 Structure of deposited snow. 

(c) Old compact snow. 

from the beginning to the end. The frictional force seems to have influence on the 
continually acting force. But the appearance of the impulsive forces in both the 
cases proves that they had their causes not in the friction but in the mechanism of 

compression of snow itself. 

The authors advance a theory below which explains the appearance of inter

mittent impulsive forces in the resisting force of the snow of uniform structure (5). 
The snow is, excepting newly fallen snow, composed of short rods of ice connected 
with one another so as to construct three dimensional net works. One can see the 
actual net works in the photographs of Fig. 6. They were photographed by a 

microscope on snow samples which had been cut by a razor blade into a sheet as 
thin as 2 mm. Now for the sake of simplicity let the net work be represented by 

an irregular mesh such as shown in A of Fig .. 7. 

Four schematic drawings Cj , C", C" C4 of Fig. 7 show the advancing front of 
the region of compressed snow which develops below the falling system as it descends 
into the snow. It may well be supposed that some of the ice rods composing the 
snow located near the advancing front of compressed snow are damaged in some 
way, for example by being cracked, although they are still keeping their original 
forms. The black areas in the four figures indicate the region where the damages 
to ice rods have taken place. In the state of C j only the ice rods immediately 

close to the front of compressed snow have been damaged. A damaged rod, being 

deprived of ability to withstand the force coming from the falling body, shifts the 
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Fig. 7 A. Model of the structure of snow. Dark rods show damaged 

ice rods. 

B. Change in position x of the front of damaged snow is shown by 

curve It' while that of the front of compressed snow by curve vt. 
They cross each other at point t = r. 

C1, C2, C:" C4• Development of the regions of damaged and com
pressed snow. 

force it should have to bear towards its neighbours. But this load is not equally 
passed on to the neighbours and it will occur that one among them is damaged 
by being loaded over the limit of its endurance. In this way the damage will be 
transmitted step by step from a rod to one of its neighbours. But the damage is 
not restricted to transmission in the downward direction. Each ice rod has several 
neighbours meeting at its ends and the load may be shifted from the damaged rod 
to any of the neighbours, even to the one lying above it causing damage to it. 

Which of the neighbours is actually damaged depends on such factors as their 
respective strengths, their positions relative to the ice rods lying nearby which are 
distributed in the space at random; it cannot be definitely determined and it is 
a problem of stochastical nature. Sketch A of Fig. 7 indicates in a schematical 

fashion" such a damage transmission in the networks of the ice rods. 

The ice rod, if it should be damaged, cannot be damaged exactly at the instant 
the force is applied; there is needed certain time before it is damaged. This 
phenomenon was shown by PRESTON (6) with glass rods and was called by him the 
phenomenon or 'static fatigue'. (A description of static fatigue is given in the 
previous paper 'Physical Studies on Deposited Snow, II, p. 45). In this way the 
damage is transmitted along the ice rods step by step with certain time intervals 

between the steps; also, the direction of transmission is entirely non-predetermined 
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at each step. Then the transmission of damage resembles formally the Brownian 
motion of a solute molecule which is diffusing into the mass of solvent. Therefore 
the damaged region in the state C1 of Fig. 7 which is still at the initial stage of 

its development can be thought to extend downwards according to the law of diffusion 
as shown in the subsequent figures C~, Cs, C4 • Generally the front of the region 
of solvent permeated by the diffusing solute molecules at first proceeds rapidly but 
its speed of advance comes to be slowed down as time goes on. If the distance 
by which the front has advanced in time t is denoted by x, there holds the relation 

x is proportional to IT. ( 1) 

The damaged region of snow here in question will also develop according to 
relation (1). But the front of compressed snow, being pushed down by the massive 
falling body, proceeds downwards almost at a constant speed. Therefore, starting 
from the state of Ct of Fig. 7, at first the front of the damaged region advances 
faster than that of the compressed snow and there develops a wide region of damaged 
ice rods (the state of C2). But the region is constantly being destroyed at its upper 
part by the pursuing front of compressed snow and comes to be lessened in extent 
as the advancing speed of its front is slowed down (the state of Cs). Then the 
state of C.j arrives in which the front of compressed snow catches up with that of 
the damaged region. 

Up to just the state of C4 the front of compressed snow proceeds in the damaged 
region which cannot offer any large resisting force owing to its weakened structure. 
The continual resisting force appearing in this time is that one represented by the 
angular figure of Fig. 2 (b). At the state of C.j the front of compressed snow comes 

to be confronted by the strong undamaged snow and must anew damage some of 
ice rods of the undamlfged snow which are in direct contact with it. At this instant 
the snow exerts an impulsive force against the compressed snow which the authors 
suppose is one of the ~bove stated intermittent impulsive forces observed in the 
experiment. Then the state of snow is returned to state C1 and the same course 
of process as described above will be repeated. Such a process from C[ to C.j is 
repeated again and again and the impulsive force appears intermittently at the end,. 
of each cycle. 

Let the sequence of damaged ice rods which are indicated in A of Fig. 7 by 
dark rods be called 'damaged path'. Then the tip of the damaged path will move 
like a particle subjected to Brownian motion. Therefore, if coordinate x is taken 
downwards from the front of compressed snow in state C1 and time t is counted 
from the instant of this state, the probability with which the tip of a damaged path 
will be found in the range from x to x+dx at time t is given by 

1 
W(x, t) dx = D 1 exp (-x2j4Dt) dx, 

(1(" t)'J 

D = P/2t1, 

(2 ) 

(3 ) 
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where 1 is the mean length of ice rods while tJ is the time interval between occur
rence of successive damages to two adjoining ice rods. Let it be supposed that 
N damaged paths start at state C1• Of course the tips oiN damaged paths come 
to be distributed non-uniformly as time goes on, their density of distribution be
coming smaller as x is increased. Now let Xq be such a value' 'of x that Nq tips 

have x greater than Xq at time t, where q is a number smaller than unity. Then 
any stratum of height dx in the region with x smaller than Xq is traversed by 
more than Nq damaged paths, that is, if the cross-sectional area of the compressed 
snow is denoted by A, the density of damaged ice rods is greater than (N q) / (lA) 

anywhere in this region. It is expected that the density is much greater than this 
value since the damaged paths wander about, up and down, traversing many times 
stratum dx located in this region. For this reason this region will be identified 

with the previously noted damaged region through which the front of compressed 
snow can advance under the small continual resisting force. Xq is related to Nq 
by the relation 

Nq = ,= N· W(x, t) dx, (4) 
JXq 

which yields 

(/) (2flJ-r) = l-q 

where (/) is the error integral (/) (x) = --:7~ rx e~p (_S2) ds . 
r 1"C J 0 

Equation (5) gives 

(5 ) 

(6) 

which shows that the front of the damaged region advances in proportion to It 
as was noted in the preceding paragraph. The authors cannot find any manner 
by which the value of q is to be determined so they put (/}-l(l_q) equal to unity 
for the sake of convenience. This is the same thing as putting q = 0.15 since 
(/}-1(0.85) = 1 . 

Let the advancing speed of the front of compressed snow and the time interval 
between two successive impulsive forces be denoted by v and -r respectively, then 
the following equation is deduced from equation (6) 

v-r = IT' 2175 , 
which yields by the aid of equation (3) 

o = 212/v2-r .- (7 ) 

In the case of experiment of Fig. 2, the front of compressed snow advanced 
by 4 cm in 0.04 sec as seen from Fig. 2 and Fig. 4. This gives· v = 100 cm/sec. Fig. 2 
shows that -r is nearly equal to 0.005 sec, while l, the mean length of ice rods 

composing the snow, was found by microscopic observation to be about 0.05 cm. 
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By-the use of these values for v, -r, I equation (7) yields 

tJ = 10-4 sec. 

The distance by which the front of compressed snow descends between two suc
cessive impulsive forces is found to be about 0.5 cm, that is, a distance ten times 
as large as the mean length of. the lice rods. 

0,15 
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(,.J 
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. . . . . .. . .. . . . .. . 
0--__ _ 
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8 ern 

Fig. 8 Soft snow. Density: 0.15 gr/cm". Temperature: -2.6°C. 
Experiment was done on a block of soft snow laid in the original 
position it had had in the snow cover. Absence of structure in the 
region of compressed snow shows that the snow was uniform in 
the vertical direction. -

It is better to think of the soft snow as merely an assemblage of individual 

snow crystals weakly linked with one another than to think of it as possessing the 
above described structure made of ice rods. But, if it is desired to conceive of the 
structure of soft snow within the limit of the above described one, it may be per
missible to say that the soft snow is made of very weak ice rods connected together 
to form a three dimensional net work. Then, since the intermittent impulsive forces 
of the resisting force of snow should arise from darriage to the ice rods, these forces 
will be absent or very weak, if present at all, in the case of soft snow. Fig. 8 is 
a record of resisting force of soft snow of the density 0.15 gr/cm~. The falling 
system of the weight of 2 kg was let fall at time point a into the snow from just 
above its surface. The falling system was stopped by the snow after having sunk 
into it 8 cm within 0.2 sec, when the front of compressed snow reached the level 
1 cm above the base of the snow. As seen from Fig. 8 the resisting force is almost 
absent in the first half of the process. In the second half it gradually increases 
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and at the same time it becomes wavy, which is the indication of the presence of 
impulsive forces. But the height of the waves is very low as compared with that 
in the case of Fig. 2 in which case the ice rods were strong. (Note the difference 
of the scale of resisting force between the cases illustrated in Fig. 2 and Fig. 8). 

It is rather a strange matter that the boundary of the compressed snow de
veloped under the falling system is so distinct as shown in the shade figure of Fig. 
3. It would be more natural to expect that the compressed snow is most densely 
packed just below the falling system and its density gradually decreases down
and out-wards to coincide with that of the undeformed snow without any distinct 
boundary between the two. Indeed such a distribution of snow density is realised in 
the case of wet granular snow as will be described in paragraph (2) of the next section. 
The distinctness of the boundary in the case of dry compact snow can be explained 
by the above described manner of development of the damaged region in the net 
work of ice rods. The damaged region cannot be much enlarged before its front 
is overtaken by that of the compressed snow as seen from the numerical result 
shown above. Therefore the distance between the edges of the compressed snow 
and of the undamaged snow is always kept within a small limit which circumstance 
by itself will not allow the boundary between them to become broad. Moreover 
the stop of fall of the falling system will tend to be realised when the conditions 
are as in state C4 of Fig. 7 where the compressed 'snow and the undamaged snow 
are in direct contact with each other. The boundary must become very distinct 
in such a case. 

§ 11. The resistance exhibited by stratified snow. 

When the falling system is dropped on the block of snow so placed that the 
snow layers composing it lie horizontally just as in the snow cover from which it 
has been cut out, the resisting force displays changes much more complicated than 
those in the uniform snow described in the previous two sections. This is a matter 
of course since the strength of snow layers which the falling system encounters 
successively during its fall differs from one layer to another. But the mode of 
change in the resistance as shown' on the oscillogram can be classified into the 
following four types. (3). Of course there are many which are intermediate between 
any two of these types and some exceptions which cannot by any means be put 
into the framework of this classification. 

A-type: A large resisting force lasting about 0.01 sec appears at the very first 
and then a long-lasting more or less constant resisting force follows with small 
fluctuations. 

B-type: Resisting force fluctuates with large amplitude and the oscillogram of 
resisting force looks like a series of many steep peaks. 

C-type : Resisting force increases step by step, forming two or' three stages 
before it reaches the final value. 
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D-type: Resisting force increases gradually from nothing to a maximum value 

showing no stages different to the former case of C-type. 

These types may be represented schematically by the figures shown in Fig. 9. 

A B c D 

Fig. 9 Four types of resisting force of composite snow. 

~xplanation of each of the types 

(1) A-typz. This type was found generally on soft compact snow which was 
considerably uniform in its structure, that is, which showed no distinct stratifications. 
Curve R of Fig. 10 is an example of this type in the conditional sem:e described 
below: The spray and shade figures shown in Fig. 3 of the preceding section § 9 
are those of the snow block used in the experiment illustrated in Fig. 10. The 
snow block was not uniform but consisted of two layers, a thin surface layer and 
a main one of large thickness, as shown clearly in the shade figure of Fig. 3. The 
surface layer was fine grained being composed of ice rods as short as 0.2 mm while 
the structure of the main one was coarse being composed of ice rods about 1 mm 
long. 

I I I 1 I I I I I 1 I 

R 

p 

I I 

kg 
-10 

o 
Fig. 10 A-type. Compact snow. -3.7'C. Spray and shade figures 
are shown in Fig. 3 of § 9. Density of snow: 0.23 gr/cm~. Thickness 
of the compressed snow: 7.5 cm. 

Two peaks of curve R between points a and {3 at the left of Fig. 10 represent 
in reality two large impulsive forces which the falling system must exert on snow 
to damage and destroy the net work of ice rods of the surface layer. They must 
have resisted the falling system most strongly because none of them had yet been 
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harmed. The uppermost dark crescent-shaped band in both the spray and shade 
figures of Fig. 3 is the surface layer compressed by the falling system. 

The light band below next to the uppermost dark one in the spray figure will 
correspond to the range of small force between points {j and r of curve R of Fig. 
10, while the second dark band below the light one corresponds to the heap-shaped 
part lying between points r and a of the curve. Remaining part of the compressed 
snow must be produced by the resisting force represented by the horizontal part 
from point 0 to point (}) of curve R. The series of many small heaps in this part 
of the curve must arise from the intermittent impulsive forces described in the 
previous· section. It may seem contradictory that the lower part of the region of 

compressed snow does not appear uniform in the spray figure in spite of the 
uniformity of the resisting force corresponding to this part. But in the shade figure 
this part of the region of compressed snow seems entirely uniform. Therefore the 
lower part of the compressed snow must not in reality be so non-uniform as it 
appears in the spray figure. Indeed it is an inherent defect of the spray figure to 
be too sensitive to the slight structural change produced in snow while it loses 
entirely the power to distinguish the grade of deformation of snow when it exceeds 
a certain low limit. 

Curve R of Fig. 10 can be represented by the schematical figure A of Fig. 9 
as a whole, but the same applies also to the part of curve R lying to the right of 
point r. It will be better to define the A-type resistance on the basis of the physical 

nature of the snow rather than merely on the basis of the apparent form of the 
curve of resisting force. On this account only the part to the right of point r (Fig. 
10) of curve R should be considered to belong to A-type; the whole of the curve 
is composite in the sense that the large impulsive forces were added merely by 
chance to the head of curve of A-type. 

Even non-uniform compact snow tended to exhibit this A-type resistance when 
the falling system was let fall parallel to the direction of layers as already des
cribed in § 9. An example of this case is shown by Fig. 2 of § 9. 

(2) B-type. Wet granular snow was apt to yield an oscillogram of the resisting 
force of the type shown in Fig. 11. The region of compressed snow could not be 
distinguished from the undeformed snow in spite of spraying the surface of the 
snow block cut into halves. It was shown in the previous paper (kinematographic 
pictures on PI. VIII of 'Physical studies on deposited snow, II') that the wet snow 
deformed like gelatine gel when pressed statically and there appeare:i no distinct 
boundary of the region of compressed snow. Therefore it can be said that neither 
the slowly acting statical force nor the short lasting large force can develop a dis
tinctly limited region of compressed snow in the wet snow. This circumstance 
may be caused by such an inherent structure of wet granular snow as that it 
consists of ice granules linked with one another by weak viscous forces. 

Since the wet granular snow subjected to the experiment of Fig. 11 was uniform 
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Fig. 11 B-type. Wet granular snow. 

in density there is no reason to attribute the appearance of the large peaks of 
curve R to the stratification of snow. As noted in pp. 56-58 of the previous paper 
the fluidity of wet snow is great and the stress produced in it tends to be relaxed 
with considerable rapidness. When the falling system falls on the snow a rapidly 
enlarging strain appears in it and the stress would also be enlarged in proportion 
to the strain if there were no relaxation in the stress. But as a matter of fact the 
relaxation of stress existent in the wet snow to a high degree retards the increase 
of stress with the result that mu.ch time is needed for the stress to reach the value 
of break-down of snow. This stress of snow is the very cause of its resistance 
and in wet granular snow the latter turns out to increase more slowly than in the 
case of dry snow. After the wet snow is broken down by the attainment of stress 
to the break-down value accompanied by the release of stress, the stress begins 
afresh to increase again due to the strain which is kept increasing incessantly by 
the falling system. Repetition of such a process will be the cause of successive 
appearance of high and broad peaks (as compared to the case of dry snow) in the 
curve of resisting force of wet granular snow. 

In the case of statical compression of wet snow described in the previous paper, 
it was cracked when the pressing body descended by 10 cm into the snow. This 
descent occurred in tl = 7 sec. Therefore the wet snow was broken down when it 
was strained to a value proportional to 10 cm under the condition that the strain 
was enlarged at a speed proportional to VI = 10/7 = 1.4 cm/sec. In the case of experi
ment of Fig. 11 the falling system descended into the snow to a depth of 2.5 cm 

in the time 0.07sec, that is, at the speed of vz=2.5/0.07=36cm/sec. Four large 
peaks of the resisting force oscillogram indicate that the wet snow was broken down 
every time it was strained up to a value proportional to 2.5/4=0.6 cm, the tiine 
interval between two successive breakdowns being t2 = 0.07/4 = 0.02 sec. 

Now let the wet snow be represented by the model of Maxwell widely used in 
rheology. If the model of Maxwell begins to be strained at a constant rate e, the 
stress s increases after the equation 
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s = Eeor[ 1-exp(-tM], (1 ) 

where E is the elastic constant of the model while or is the time of relaxation, that 
is, the coefficient of viscosity "fI of the model divided by E. It is now assumed 
that the break-down of snow occurred in both the cases described in the previous 
paragraph when the stress s reached the same value at times'i1 and i2 respectively. 
Then, under one more assumption that E and or were of the same values in both 
cases, there should hold the following relation 

(2 ) 

since e was proportional to VI and V2 respectively in each case. If the relaxation 
time", is put equal to 0.5 sec, the above equation (2) is satisfied by the use of the 
numerical values given in the previous paragraph for 111, iI' V2, i 2, the left and right 
sides of the equation being equal to 1.4 and 1.44 respectively. The authors have 
not yet succeeded to determine the time of relaxation of wet snow on account of 
experimental difficulties but they think that 0.5 sec is a reasonable value for that 
time. The time of relaxation of dry snow was found to be of the order of 4-15 
min as shown in § 2 (c) of the previous paper. 
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Fig. 12 B type. Compact snow. -3.8°C. A disc of diameter 
7.6 em was attached to the bottom of the falling system. 

Compact snow tended also to belong to this type when it showed marked strati
fications. An example of this case is shown in Fig. 12. Although the curves in 
Figs. 11 and 12 resemble each other in that they both show large peaks, one can 
find a large difference in their character. The peaks of Fig. 11 are simple in form. 
But each of the peaks of Fig. 12 looks like curve R of Fig. 2 with some modi
fication. Each of the snow layers, being uniform by itself, seems to act individually 
one after another upon the falling system with a resisting force belonging to A-type 
with the result that the whole oscillogram of the resisting force looks like a suc
cession of many large peaks. Therefore the cause is quite different in the two cases 
of Fig. 11 and Fig. 12. 

(3) C-iype. Compact snow was apt to show this type. Curve R of Fig. 13 is an 
example. The resisting force rises to the fiat maximum at point w with two 
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stages at points a and r on its way. At the flat maximum and at the two stages 
the curve is wavy, which suggests that each of its three parts between points a 

and a, a and r, rand w represents individually the resisting force of A-type which 
was brought about by each of the separate uniform snow layers composing the 
snow. The general tendency of the curve to rise with increasing depth of the 
falling system will be due to the fact that the snow layer became stronger as it 
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0.24 

Fig. 13 C·type. Compact snow. -2.6°C. 

lay deeper in the snow so that larger force was needed in order to break it down. 
Indeed, as shown in the sketch of the spray figure annexed to Fig. 13, the lower 
part of the region of compressed snow was subjected to much more intense com
pression than its upper part. The upper part of the compressed snow printed light 
in the spray figure will correspond to the first stage from point a to point a of 
curve R while the remaining lower part printed dark will have been produced by 
the compressive force which lasted from point a to point w. 

It is noted that in some cases it was impossible to point out such a corre
spondence between the spray figure an~ the curve of resisting force. There might 
be some other factors which caused the stages to appear in the rising curve of 
resisting force. 

Fig. 14 shows another example belonging to C-type. Curve R of the resisting 
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Fig. 14 C-type. Compact snow. -2.7°C. 
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Fig. 15 Soft compact snow. -5.8°C. 
(a) falling system with flat bottom. B-type. 
(b) falling system with conical bottom. D-type. 

force of snow is composed of two parts, the first part between points a and a and 
the second one between points a and (J). The first part seems to belong B-type 
rather than to A-type while the second part clearly is of type A. 

(4) D-type. Soft fresh snow was likely to show this type of oscillogram of which 
an example is curve R of Fig. 8 at the end of the previous section. The snow 
crystals composing the soft fresh snow are connected with one another so weakly 
that the falling system falls with no resistance in the first stage of the fall. But 
as the mass of snow compressed by the falling system is accumulated below it the 
undeformed snow surrounding the compressed snow begins to act upon the system 
with increasing resisting force through the latter. It is thought that the increase 
of resisting force is due to the enlargement of side surface of the region of com
pressed snow through which the undeformed snow surrounding it exerts frictional 
force. 

Dry granular snow showed a type intermediate between C and D. 
When the fiat bottom of the falling system was replaced by a conical one with 

its apex downwards, the resisting force of D-type was found also on stratified 
compact snow. In the case of soft compact snow the curve of resisting force was 
perfectly of this type as shown in Fig. 15 (b), while the same snow presented the 
curve of B-type shown in Fig. 15 (a) when struck by the falling system with fiat 
bottom. In the case of hard compact snow the curve was of D-type in general 
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Fig. 16 Hard compact snow which is somewhat wet. 
(a) falling system with fiat bottom. C-type. 
(b) falling system with conical bottom. D-type with 

the character of B-type. 
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tendency but it was often accompanied by marked fluctuations as shown by the lower 
curve of Fig. 16. The upper curve of the same figure which was obtained on the 
same snow in the case of the falling system with flat bottom belongs to C-type. 

The region of compressed snow develops in two different ways. It develops 
mainly sideways in the case of soft compact snow as indicated in Fig. 15 (b) and 
(a) of Fig. 17 while it does mainly downwards in the case of hard compact snow 
as shown in Fig. 16 (b) and (b) of Fig. 17. As noted above there appeared fluctua
tions in the resisting force of hard compact snow whereas they are absent in that 
of soft compact snow. This difference must arise from whether there is the. down
ward development of compressed snow or not, because there always appear fluctua
tions on the resisting force of all sorts of compact snow when the falling system 
falls onto it with flat bottom making the region of compressed snow extend only 
in the downward direction. 
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Fig. 17 Two types of com
pressed snow developed by fall
ing cone. 

(a) iI;l the case of soft com
pact snow. (b) in the case 
of hard compact snow. 

Z. YOSIDA et al. 

M. KURODA developed a method of determin
ing the hardness of snow by dropping a wooden 
cone with a metal apex attached (weight: 1 kg, 
angle of apex: 90°) onto the snow from such a 
level that the apex of the cone is located 10 cm 
high above the surface of snow (7). The hardness 
of snow is represented by the height (= 10 c~) 
of the cone minus the depth by which the apex 
of the cone sinks in the snow, that is, by the 
height of the flat top surface of the cone above 
the surface of snow. The above stated circum
stance that a cone dropped onto snow is subjected 
to resisting force which undergoes similar change 

regardless of the structure of the snow may be 

considered as a guaranty for the adequacy of 
KURODA'S method. 

§ 12. The relation between the resisting force and the stratification 
of the snow. 

The form of the curve of resisting force of snow is so intricate that it is not 
always possible to establish a reliable correspondence between the curve and the 
stratified structure of snow. But when there are some layers in the snow which are 
stronger than those lying above and below them, they resist the falling body with 
a large force causing prominent peaks to appear on the curve of resisting force. 
In such cases it is possible to determine with some degree of confidence which 
layer was broken down to give rise to a given part of the curve of the resisting 
force on the basis of the positions which the peaks take on the curve. 

The snow used in the experiment illustrated in Fig. 18 (a) was composed of 

five layers J7 to JI9 from below upward as shown in the left portion of that figure. 
The (:lnow layers are here named after the date on which they were formed, for 
example, J7 means a .layer deposited on January 7th. The uppermost layer JI9 
is soft, J15 and J13 are compact and J7 is a thick layer of granular snow. J7' 
is a thin crust sheet formed by the metamorphosis of the uppermost part of J7. 
The figures standing below the letter W on the edge of the figure represent the 
statical strength (kg) or the maximum load-supporting strength of the respective 
snow layers. T~e statical strength was determined in the following way. When 
it was to be determined on some certain layer, for example on layer J 13, the two 

layers J 19 and J 15 lying above it were removed and a disc of the same diameter 
as that of the falling system was placed on the exposed surface of layer J 13. 
Small weights were put on the disc one after another until the disc sank into the 
snow by breaking it down abruptly. The total of the small weights at this instant 
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Fig. 18 Resisting force of snow containing two strong layers J 15 and J7/. -2 SoC. 

(a) Curve pi shows the position of the front of compressed snow developing below 
the bottom of falling system of which the position is given by curve P. The early 
part of curve R ranging from point a to point 0 belongs to C-type while the 
remainder from point 0 to point IV belongs to A-type. 
(b) The result of experiment performed on the same snow in such a way that the 
falling system would be stopped before it would begin to break down the layer 
J7/. The second peak of curve R is absent in this case indicating that this peak 
was caused in the case of (a) by the break-down of layer J7/. 

added to the weight of the disc was defined as -the statical strength W of that 
layer. 

In the case of Fig. 18 (a) the statical strength W of layers J 15 and J 71 is larger 
than that of the ones adjacent to them. Therefore the prominent rises in the oscil
logram R of resisting force shown in Fig. 18 (a) ranging from point {:1 to point r 

and from point a to point e must have been brought about by the break-down of 
these strong layers. The reason for assigning the beginnings of break-down of 
the layers in question to points 8 and iJ lies in the following. As shown in the 
figures inserted in the previous section, the height h of the compressed snow de
veloped below the falling system is nearly equal to the depth D by which the 

system has sunk into the snow. (It was noted on p. 63 of the previous paper that 
h was found to be 1.5 to 4 times as large as D in the experiment described there. 

But the speed of the falling body was much slower in that experiment than in the 

present one. Such a difference in the experimental conditions may be the cause 
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of difference in the ratio of h to D). Curve P' in Fig. 18 (a) is drawn so as to 
represent the depth twice as far below the snow surface as the bottom of the 
falling system of which the position is given by curve P. Therefore curve P' indi
cates, though not very accurately, the position of the front of compressed snow. 
The horizontal dotted lines indicate the levels of the top of the strong layers J 15 
and J 7' on the scale of depth used in the oscillogram. The dotted lines meet curve 
pI at the time points {j and 13, which indicates that the front of compressed snow 
reached at these time points the tops of the layers in question to cause the com

mencement of their break-down. 

In order to give more solid uasis to the supposition that the two peaks of 
curve R of Fig. 18 (a) are due to the break-down of layers J 15 and J 7/, the fol
lowing experiment was perfomed. To the top of the ebonite rod of the falling 
system (see Fig. 1 of § 9) was attached a string in such a way that the bottom of 
the falling system would be positioned at the level half way between the snow 
surface and the top of layer J T when it was suspended by the string. If the falling 
system is dropped under such conditions its descent will be stopped at the above 
stated level. The compressed snow will just reach layer J7' without breaking it 
down whereas it can get through layer J 15. Then the curve of resisting force will 
show only the first peak r due to the break-down of the latter layer. Curve R 
shown in Fig. 18 (b) is the resisting force obtained by such an experiment. Up to 
point a it is the same in form as curve R of Fig. 18 (a) giving the first peak r. But 
the second peak I:: present in (a) is entirely lacking in this case proving that peak 
is in reality caused by the break-down of layer JT The sketch of the section of 

the snow block on the left side of Fig. 18 (b) indicates that the compressed snow 
had not certainly broken down layer J7'. In reality the string was cut by the 
falling system when it was extended to its full length, which is shown on curve 
R by the deep trough immediately to the right of point o. Thereafter the falling 
system continued for some time to descend at a much reduced speed until it was 

stopped at point UJ. 

Returning to curve R of Fig. 18 (a), its first part from point a to point {j due 

to the break-down of layer JI9 belongs to A-type with small fluctuations as de
scribed in the previous section. The heap in front of point {j must have arisen 
from the second compression which occurred on the compressed snow when its 
development was temporally arrested uy the strong layer J 15 before it began to 
give way at point {j. The rise of curve R starting at this point is not so steep but 
that it can be supposed to be caused by a single impulsive force. It seems that 
layer J 15 endured elastically up to point r and then suddenly gave way as a whole. 
The low resisting force following point r will be due to the break-down of the 
weak layer J 13. The crust sheet J T, being an almost perfect solid sheet of ice, 

would have perhaps resisted the falling system with its elasticity until it was broken 
down at point 1::. The thick granular layer J7 exerted for a rather long time (from 
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point e to point w) a neatly constant resisting force to the falling system which had 
now been slowed down in its speed of descent. 

If the falling system is dropped from different heights H above the snow sur
face, the system will be stopped after having sunk into the snow by different depths 
D. The higher H is, the deeper D becomes with the result that the snow gives 
way down to the deeper lying layers. Therefore, if from the result of an experi
ment performed with H = H] is subtracted that of another experiment performed 
with H == H~ which is smaller than H J , the remainder can be considered to have 
. . 

resulted from the break-down of the deep layers which occurred only in the first 
experiment. Application of such a procedure to a series of experiments conducted 
with different H will yield the correspondence between the respective parts of the 

curve of resisting force and the layers which gave rise to them . 
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Fig. 19 The falling system was dropped fro:n different height H above 
the snow surface. - 2.5'C. 
(a): H=2 cm, (b): H=4 cm, (c): H=6 cm. Points p indicate the instants 
when the front of compressed snow arrived at the bottom of the uppermost 
layer J 15. The peak r appearing in curves R of (b), (c) is due to the 
break-down of the crust sheet .T7'. 
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Fig. 19 illustrates the results of three experiments made on the same snow' 
but with different H, that is, with H = 2 cm, 4 cm and 6 cm. They were made on 
the same snow as used in the experiment of Fig. 18 when the snow cover built 
up to layer J 15. Let the experiments performed with H = 2 cm, 4 cm, 6 cm be called 
(a), (b), (c) respectively. In the case of (a) the development of compressed snow was 
stopped at just above crust sheet J7'. But this sheet was passed through by the 
compressed snow in the cases of (b) and (c) and the curve R of the resisting force 
came to show the large peak r which is lacking in the case of (a). Therefore this 
peak r must be due to the break-down of the· crust sheet, 

The position curve P (not drawn in Fig. 19 so as not to confuse the figures) 
indicated that the points marked by f1 on the curves R correspond to the arrival 
of the front of compressed snow at the bottom of the uppermost layer J 15. There
fore the train of high peaks in the first portion of curves R up to point f1 must 
have appeared while layer J 15 was giving way. The peaks are very steep and 
some of the troughs interposed between them are very deep, which suggests that 

the resisting force here consisted of separate impulsive forces acting at each of 
the troughs with no continually acting force (ct § 10). Supposing that such was 
the case, the magnitude of the impulsive forces can be computed in the following 
way. 

Let z denote the amount of compression which was caused by the resisting 
force of snow on the steel ring B of the falling system (see Fig. 1 of § 9). The 
amount of compression, z, is proportional to the resisting force and the former can 
be obtained easily from the latter by niutiplying it with a pro"portional constant. 
The curve in A of Fig. 20 represents a train of peaks of the resisting force expressed 

in terms of z while the vertical segments Pl' P2, Pa, represent by the magnitude of 
impulse the impulsive forces giving rise to them. Now let it be assumed that the 
time rate of change in z, that is dz/dt, have values Vi and V" respectively just 
before and just after the time point of the first trough. Then the magnitude of 
impulsive force P2 which has caused the second peak is given by 

where m is the mass of the hollow cylinder C constituting the lowest part of the 

falling system. The values of Vl and V2 can be calculated from Zl' ZZ, Z2' the 
heights of the peaks and that of the bottom of the trough shown in A of Fig. 20, 
by the aid of a formula expressing the damped free oscillation of the hollow 
cylinder C. In the same way any other of the impulsive forces can be computed. 

The magnitude of impulsive forces which caused the peaks in the first part 
of curves R in (a), (b), (c) of Fig. 19 is shown in the respective figures (a), (b), (c) in 
the right half of Fig. 20. The peaks of curve R and the impulsive forces which 
caused them are indicated by the same numerical figures in both Figs. 19 and 20. 

The horizontal coordinate of Fig. 20 represents the subsidence depth D of the 
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Fig. 20 The appearance of a train of peaks in the curve of 
resisting force such as shown in A is the result of the actio:! 
of impulsive forces Ph PZ, p~ represented by the vertical 
segments in B. The magnitude of pz can be computed when 
such lengths ZI, :<2, Zz as shown in A have been determined 
experimentally. 
(a), (b), (c): The impulsive forces which gave rise to the peaks 
located in the early part of curVes R of Fig. 19. The ordinate 
D is the depth of the bottom of the falling system below the 
surface of snow. 

falling system determined from the position curve P (not drawn in the copies of 
oscillograms in Fig. 19). 

In Figs. 19 and 20, in case (a) having the least value of H when the speed of 
the falling system was smallest five impulsive forces from 1 to 5 appeared while 

the system was sinking D == 1.5 em into the snow. In case (b) in which the speed 
of the falling system was larger than in (aJ the impulsive forces appearing in the 
range of D less than 1.5 em are only two in number in contrast to the five impulsive 
forces of (a). Judging from the relative positions of the segments representing the 
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impulsive forces in (a) and (b) of Fig. 20, it may well be supposed that the three 
impulsive forces 1, 2, 3 and the two 4, 5 in the case of (a) coalesced respectively 
into single impulsive forces 2 and 4 in the case of (b). The remaining three 6,7,8 
of the impulsive forces appearing in (b) seem to have united themselves into the 
single one 6 in (c) in which case the falling system got through the layer J 15 at 
a speed which was the largest among the three cases. 

Such a tendency of the impulsive forces to coalesce with the increase of speed 
of the falling system will be understood if they are supposed to have made their 
appearance by the mechanism discussed in the preceding section, § 10. According 
to that mechanism the impulsive force should appear every time the front of com
pressed snow developing below the falling system catches up with the front of the 
region of damaged ice rods. Therefore, if the speed of the front of compressed snow 
is increased by the increase of that of the falling system, the time needed for the 
front of compressed snow to overtake that of damaged snow is shortened with the 
result that the impulsive forces occurring successively tend to coalesce. It should 
follow conversely from the same reasoning that the impulsive forces come to be 
separated from each other distinctly as the speed of falling system becomes reduced 
with the approach of the stop of the fall of falling system, although they will come 
at the same time to be attended with danger of not being distinguishable because 
their magnitude becomes small. Appearance of the train of small heaps on the 
later part of the oscillograms R of resisting force in Fig. 19 can be explained in 
such a way. 

§ 13. The stop of the fall of the falling system. 

As seen from the oscillograms inserted in the previous sections the resisting 
force of snow usually continues to have a nearly constant value in the later stage 
of its action to drop finally to the value equal to the weight of the falling system 
simultaneously with the arresting of its fall. The constancy of the resisting force 
may well be understood if the snow layer, which is now being intruded upon by 
the compressed snow developing below the falling system, resists it with the yield 
stress WI. (Strictly WI is the yield stress multiplied by the horizontal sectional 

area of the compressed snow. But for the sake of simplicity WI will be called 
merely the yield stress). Since the falling velocity of the falling system is much 
reduced in the later stages of its fall the yielding speed of the layer in question 
must be very small, which circumstance then results in the approach of the yield 
stress W of that layer to its statical yield stress W which is a constant quantity 
proper to that layer. WI may fluctuate but it must be held at a nearly constant 
value since it is always restricted near to the value of constant W. Then, if the 
mass of the falling system is denoted by M, its falling velocity v will be given by 
the equation of motion 

M ~~ = -(WI-Mg) , (1 ) 
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which shows that the falling velocity is decelerated at a constant rate since the 
quantity contained in the parentheses on the right side of the equation is a positive 

constant. 
When the falling velocity v is reduced to zero the snow layer ceases to yield 

and begins to act upon the falling system with the elastic force F in place of the 
yield stress WI; the equation of motion of the falling system is then changed into 

dv 
M (J[ = -(F-Mg). (2 ) 

The essential difference between equations (1) and (2) lies in that WI in (1) is 
constant while F in (2) can change in the range of values from W to zero. The 
velocity v is not held at the value zero but changes its sign, that is, the falling 
system begins to be raised by the elastic force of the snow. Thereafter the situation 

becomes such that the system is placed on an elastic base with the result that the 
system will continue to perform oscillation up and down together with the snow 
layer. But the internal friction of the snow layer will rapidly cause attenuation 

of the oscillatory motion and the falling system will very soon come to a standstill. 
Indeed the attenuation of the free oscillation of snow is rapid especially when the 
temperature is not much below O°C; this is shown in the figures on PI. II of the 
previous paper. 

The above mentioned free oscillation of the falling system is so weak that it 
can usually not be detected distinctly in the curve P of the oscillogram which gives 
the position of the falling system. (The free oscillation here in question should 
not be confused with the free oscillation of the lead cylinder A relative to the 
hollow cylinder C of the falling system (ct. § 9). The latter oscillation appears with 
a large amplitude on the oscillogram R of resisting force after the falling system 
is stopped. The former is the oscillation of the center of gravity of the whole falling 
system and may be seen on curve P representing the position of the system.) One 
will see in Fig. 16 (a) of § 11 a small rise in curve P after the time point (I). This 
is nothing but the sign of the very first part of the free .oscillation. 

Fig. 21 shows the result of four experiments; the three different marks con
nected by a vertical line belon.g to one and the same experiment. The triangular 
marks indicate the final value of the resisting force of snow just before it begins 
to decline as a result of the stop of the falling system, that is, the yield strength 
WI of the snow layer which is the deepest to be broken down by the falling system. 
The light circles represent the statical yield strength W of that layer in the original 

state. W is the same as the statical strength defined in the previous section § 12 
and was actually determined by the means described there. liV always stands above 
WI as shown in Fig. 20. But the difference between the two is not large and it 
will be permissible to say that WI is near to W as noted above. If the snow yields 
in the last stage of its break-down by the mechanism described in § 10, it follows 
naturally that WI is less than W, because then WI represents nothing but the yield 
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Light circle, W: the statical strength 
in its original state of the deepest 
snow layer which is broken down 
by the falling system. 

Triangle, WI : the yield stress (= yield 
strength) of the same- snow layer 
while it is giving way under the 
falling system. 

Dark circle, WI!: the statical strength 

strength of the snow in the state where 
some of the ice rods composing its net

work have already been damaged . 
If the bottom of the hole made by the 

falling system is pressed down by an in

creasing load, the bottom gives way when 

the load reaches a certain value W'/ which 
is much larger than WI as well as W. 
W" is the statical strength of the bottom 
of the hole; it is represented in Fig. 21 

by the dark circles. But that very bottom 
stopped the falling system by resisting it 
with the yield stress W' not coming up 

even to the half of W". The strength of 
the bottom in that case was W". Such a 

marked increase from W' to W"I in the 
strength of the bottom of the hole seems 

to be caused by the fact that the com

pressed snow developed below the falling 
system has been arrested to a standstill. 
It is generally known about the phenome
non of solid friction that the force needed 
to cause a body which has been standing 

still to begin to move is much lager than 
that necessary to keep it moving. A similar 

of the bottom of the hole made by phenomenon seems to have occurred in the 
the falling system in the snow. present cases. The lower oscillogram of 

resisting force R in (b) of Fig. 22 was obtained when the falling system ~as dropped 
onto the bottom of the hole which it had made before by the preceding fall giving 

the upper oscillogram (a). The exceedingly high peak at the head of oscillogram 
(b) represents the large impulsive force which was Reeded to start the movement 
of the compressed snow. Once the compressed snow has begun to move, that is, 

after the high peak at the head the resisting force was reduced to a small value; 

that value of the resisting force continued to the end of the process. 

As stated above in §9 a block of snow so placed that the layers composing it 
stand upright resists the falling system falling onto it with a resisting force be
longing to A-type (cf. § 11). The resisting force of A-type reaches a peak at the 
beginning and then a nearly constant force which follows it lasts for a rather long 
time. Therefore the time mean value R of the resisting force turns out to be equal 
to the magnitude of that long-lasting constant force which represents at the same 

time the yield strength WI of the snow. It will be expected that the larger the 
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Fig. 22 The falling system subjected to resisting force as shown by 

oscillogram (aJ made a hole 8 cm deep in the snow. The system was 

then dropped again from 2 cm above the bottom of the hole and the 

lower oscillogram (b) of resisting force was obtained. 

-0 

density P of the snow is, the larger is R, and indeed such a relationship is found 

actually to hold as indicated by the light circles in Fig. 23. The dark circles in the 
same figure represent the density of the snow after it had been compressed by the 
falling system. The broken line connecting the light and drak circles indicates 
merely that the two belong to one and the same sample of snow. 

In § 5 of the previous paper the load supporting strength of the snow cover 

was determined in relation to the subsidence depth D of a cylindrical body below 
the surface of snow. The load supporting strength at a given depth Di was not 

represented by a single value but by a range of values lying between wt and Wi, 
where Wi is smaller than Wi. The upper limit Wi of the range was determined 

by the maximum load which the bottom of the hole made by the cylindrical body 

sunk to the level Di could support while the lower limit W; was conventionally 

put equal to the maximum load Wi -l which the level D i - 1 lying one step above 
level Di could support. Wi was certainly equal to the force needful to give move
ment to the compressed snow developed below the bottom of the hole at level Vi 
by destroying the cohesion between the compressed snow and the snow mass sur

rounding it. Then Wi corresponds to the high peak at the head of curve R of 
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Fig. 23 R: the mean value of the resisting force exerted against 
the falling system by a block of compact snow placed in such a way 
that the snow layers composing it stand upright. (J: the density 
of snow. The density increases from the value represented by 
the light circle to that represented by the dark one due to the 
compression caused by the falling system. Temperature: -2"C to 
-5°C. 

Fig. 22 (b) of this paper. After the compressed snow had been started to move, the 
snow lying below the bottom of the compressed snow must ~ave resisted the falling 

. body with its yield stress TV;. If this resistance W~ were recorded on the oscillo
gram it would have given a long lasting force such as the one following the first 
peak of curve R of Fig. 22 (b). Then, from the physical point of view, it will be 
better to assign to the lower limit W: of the range of load supporting strength the 
value Wi rather than the above noted value Wi-I, although it is usually not prac
tical to determine Wi in the routine observation of the load supporting strength 
of snow cover. 

§ 14. The softness of snow. 

When the falling system (mass: M) is dropped from the height H above the 
snow surface and is stopped at the depth D below it, the gravity does the work 
w = (H +D)Mq. The energy needed for the break-down and compression of the 
snow must come from this work. The amount of the work w is enlarged as H is 
increased and the mass m* of snow broken down and compressed by the falling 
system will be expected to increase with the increase of w. The mass m* is the 
same as the mass of the compressed snow developed below the falling system and 
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will be comprised to its half by the snow which has filled the space of the hole 
before it was made by the falling system, because the thickness of the region of 
compressed snow is nearly equal to the depth D of the hole as described above in 
§ 12. Then, if that mass of the snow which has filled the space of the hole is 
denoted by m, the ratio (m/w) will turn out to be a constant regardless of the 
amount of the work done w. Of course this ratio cannot be a constant common 
to all sorts of snow but can be such only for one and the same snow. Then, if its 
value is found to be larger on one snow than on another, the former may be said 
to be softer than the latter, because the snow broken down by a given magnitude 
of the work w is more in amount in the former case than in the latter. In this 
way the ratio (m/w) may be used as a measure of the softness of snow. On the 
same basis the reciprocal of the above ratio, that is (w/m), may be taken as a measure 
to represent the hardness of the snow. But the term 'hardness of snow' has 
since long ago been applied to the measure of hardness which is determined by the 
method of KURODA described in the· previous section. KURODA'S hardness and the 
reciprocal of the softness here in question have much in common with each other 

but the two are not the same in all points. Under such a circumstance the present 
authors adopt here the term 'softness' rather than 'hardness' in order not to confuse 
the expression. 

Fig. 24 m: the mass of snow which had filled the space of 
the hole before it was made by the falling system. w: the 
work done by the faIling system to the snow. 
Light circle: compact snow of density 0.3!. 
Dark circle: granular snow of density 0.57, 

Fig. 24 shows the results of experiment in which the falling system was dropped 
from different heights onto a compact snow (density: ,0.31) and on a granular snow 
(density: 0.57). In the case of the compact snow m was found to increase fairly 
well in proportion to w; the constancy of the ratio (m/w) holds good in this case. 
But in the case of granular snow the increasing rate of m was gradually lessened 
as w was increased, that is, the ratio (mjw) became smaller with the increase of w. 

Although such a non-constancy of the ratio lowers its value as a measure of softness 
of snow it will still be used here as such for the sake of practical convenience. 
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Fig. 25 m/w; measure of softness of snow. R; time mean 

value of resisting force of snow. The meaning of the marks 

is given in the table inserted in the text. 

Fig. 25 shows the relation between the ratio (m/w) and the time mean value 
R of the resisting force of snow. If T and TI denote respectively the time intervals 
from the beginning of the fall of the falling system and from its first contact with 
the snow surface to the instant of its arresting, R can be computed by the formula 

R = Mg(T/T). (1 ) 

The impulses imparted to the falling system by gravity and the resisting force of 
snow are given by IJ=MgT and Ie=RTI respectively and both the impulses must 
be equal to each other according to the law of dynamics; then the equation 11=12 
yields formula (1). T and TI can be determined from the oscillogram of the resisting 
force. 

The value of m can be determined from the original thickness and the density 
of the snow layers located in the range from the snow surface down to the bottom 
of the hole made by the falling system. 

Since R is the mean value of the force with which the snow resists the falling 

system as it forces its way into the snow, it may be said that the smaller R is, 
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the softer is the snow. Indeed the decrease of R is accompanied by the increase 
of the ratio (m/w), a measure of softness, as shown in Fig. 25. Although the softness 
is in itself one of the mechanical properties of matter it is a rather vague conception 
being not uniquely defined from the physical point of view. Many different physical 
quantities can be adopted as the measure of softness and R too may be chosen as 
such. Moreover, the degree of smallness of R seems more suitable as the measure 
of softness than the ratio (m/w), because R has a straightforward physical meaning 
being a force the conception of which has direct bearing upon that of the softness. 
If there were found a simple devise to determine the time intervals T and T/ 
experimentally, it would be better to choose R as the measure of softness of snow. 

The different marks in Fig. 25 have respectively the significance shown in the 
following table. The same applies also to Figs. 26 and 27 below. 

TABLE 1 

I 
Newly depos- I Compact I Granular I Sand 

ited soft snow snow snow , 
"------------.-~-- .~~ ------ --~~---~-

Falling system 
with fiat bottom; 
layers composing 
snow 

lie hori
zontally 

stand 
upright 

Falling system with conical 
bottom 

Cross in 

circle 

Light 
circle 

Light 
rectangle 

Light 
triangle 

Dark 
circle 

Dark 
rectangle 

Dark 
triangle 

Double circle, 

inner circle 

dark 

Numerical figure 1 annexed to the mark shows that the snow was gathered together 
after it had been broken to fragments. 
Numerical figure 2 annexed to the mark shows that the snow was wet by spraying 
with water. 
The marks joined by a line indicate that they represent samples of the same snow 
subjected to different experimental procedures. All the data in Figs. 25, 26, 27 
were obtained from the experiments performed with the falling system of weight 
5 kg and diameter 6.6 cm in temperature range -2°C~ -5°C. 

The plane of Fig. 25 is divided into two domains; the lower domain I is occupied 
by the marks for compact snow and the upper domain II by those for soft and 
granular snow. The most important difference between the former and the latter 
snows consists in the degree of coherence between the ice elements composing them; 
in the former the ice elements, having the form of short rod, make up a strong 
net-work while in the latter the elements in the form of individual snow crystals 

or of ice granules are connected with one another by weak bonds. One will find 
in Fig. 25 a mark of compact snow (light circle) with a figure 1 annexed in domain 
II. This compact snow, having been once disjointed and being deprived of strong 
joints between its ice elements, has its position in domain II instead of domain 1. 

Wetting of the compact snow also weakens the joints between the ice elements; 
the light circle with annexed 2 at the right extreme of Fig. 25 belongs to domain 
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Fig. 26 D: Subsidence depth of the falling system below the snow surface. 
T': Time needed for the falling system to subside depth D. 

II. The marks for sand which is a mere collection' of mineral particles with no 
bond joining them lie in the deep interior of domain II distant from its boundary. 

Fig. 26 shows the relation between the subsidence depth D of the falling system 
below the snow surface and the time T' needed for the system to descend D in 
the snow. Therefore the ratio (D/TI) gives the mean velocity with which the falling 
system fell in the snow subjected to the resisting force. Most of the marks in Fig. 
26 lie in the domain bounded by two straight lines which correspond respectively 
to the mean velocities indicated by the annexed figures 35 em/sec and 70 em/sec. 
One sees from this figure that the mean velocity of the falling system is confined 
within a rather narrow range. Whether the bonds joining the ice elements of snow 
are strong or weak seems in this case to have no effect upon the mean velocity 
(D/T'). But the mean velocity is influenced by the shape of the bottom of the 

falling system; the conical bottom gave a larger velocity than the flat bottom did. 
The measure of softness (m/w) is plotted against the density P of snow in Fig. 

27. In the ranges of small and large densities the ratio (m/w) is large because 
the snow belonging to these ranges is soft or it is granular snow composed of weakly 
bonded ice elements. Two marks for soft snow are located in the region of large 
density; they represent soft snow which has been packed artificially to great density. 
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The value of the ratio (m/w) is small lying in the range from 0.5 to 1.5 gr/kg

wt·cm in the case of compact snow with the medium density 0.2 to O.4gr/cm~. 

It should be noticed that among nine pairs of experiments performed on the compact 
snow with flat and conical bottom of the falling system the relation large and small 

of the ratio (m/w) in the pair is not the same; among the nine pairs of marks 
joined by a line, the triangle lies above the circle in two pairs while the former is . 
located below the latter in the remaining pairs. 

Summary 

This booklet contains a description of experimental research on the resistance 

offered by snow to a body falling into the snow. 

§ 9. Break-down of snow by a falling body. A hollow cylinder made of thin iron 

plate (diameter: 6.6-10 cm) with closed bottom was fitted to the lower part of a 
solid lead cylinder (weight: 2 kg or 5 kg). Between the two a ring-formed steel 
spring was inserted so as to join them together into a single body. Strain gauges 
(very thin wires of an alloy with high electric resistance) were stretched along the 
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surfaces of the spring. When the whole system was dropped onto the snow surface 
from a height 0 ~6 cm above its surface, the resisting force of the snow on the 
bottom of the hollow cylinder compressed the ring-formed spring. The thin wires 
on its outer and inner surfaces were elongated and shortened due to the extension 
and contraction of each of the surfaces of the spring respectively, with the result 
that the electric resistance of the wires was changed in proportion to the magnitude 
of the resisting force. This change in the electric resistance was recorded by an 
electromagnetic oscillogram. 

The falling system was arrested by the snow after it had penetrated some distance 
into the snow in a few tenths of a second. 

The snow was then cut vertically through the center of the hole made by the 
falling system; the cut surface sprayed with coloured water showed the region of 
compressed snow developed below the falling system-spray figure. The region of 
compressed snow was displayed more distinctly when a plate about 4 cm thick cut 
out of the snow so as to halve the hole with one of its surfaces was examined 
by illumination from behind-shadow figure. 

§ 10. The simplest case of break-down of snow by a falling body. The oscil
logram of the resisting force of snow showed the simplest appearance in the case 
when the structure of the snow was uniform in the direction of fall of the falling 
body. The oscillogram showed a wavy segment laid almost horizontally. Judging 

from the precision limit of the measuring devise used in the experiment, the authors 
supposed that the actual resisting force shows a constant value superimposed by 
intermittent impulsive forces occurring at each trough of the waves of the oscil
logram. A theory was advanced about the cause of such a sort of resisting force. 

The snow was represented by an assemblage of short ice rods joined at their 

ends so as to make up a three dimensional net-work. With such a structure the 
snow resists the motion of the falling body by exerting an impulsive force on the 
bottom of the compressed snow developed below it, causing at the same time some 
of the ice rods immediately close to the bottom of the region of compressed snow 

. to be damaged. A damaged ice rod then passes on damage to another ice rod near 
itself and this does the same to its neighbour in turn. In this manner the damage 
of the ice rod will propagate from one ice rod to the one near in just the same 
way as a solute molecule wanders about in the solution by Brownian motion. In 
this way a domain containing some number of damaged ice rods develops down
wards from the bottom of compressed snow; its thickness x increases in proportion 
to .; T, where t is the time counted from appearance of the impulsive force. The 
falling body receives a continual small resisting force while the bottom of the region 
of compressed snow is advancing through this damaged region. But such a situation 
can continue only for a certain time because the bottom of the compressed snow, 
proceeding downwards at a nearly constant speed, overtakes in a time '1' the front 
of the damaged region which is advancing at a decreasing speed proportional to 
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d 17/ dt. At this instant the bottom of the compressed snow encounters the non

damaged net-work of ice rods again to be acted upon by an impulsive for~e. The 
repetition of such a course will result in the appearance of a constant resisting 
force superimposed by a train of intermittent impulsive forces. 

§ 11. The resistance exhibited by stratified snow. The oscillogram of the re
sisting force taken on the snow so stratified as it actually was in the natural snow 
cover showed much more complicated change than that described in the previous 
section. But the mode of the change can be classified into the following four types. 

A-type: A large resisting force lasting about 0.01 sec appears at the very first and 
then a long-lasting more or less constant resisting force follows with small fluc
tuations. 

B-type: Resisting force fluctuates with large amplitude and the oscillogram of 
resisting force looks like a series of many steep peaks. 

C-type: Resisting force increases step by step, forming two or three stages before 
it reaches the final value. 

D-type: Resisting force increases gradually from nothing to a maximum value 
showing no stages different to the former case of C-type. 

Some discussion is presented on the cause of each of those types of resisting 
force. 

§ 12. The relation between the resisting force and the stratification of the 
snow. Strength of the layers composing snow is different in each of them. The 
falling system will be met by a strong resistance when the front of the compressed 
snow developing below the falling system is advancing through a strong layer. In 
experiments each of the snow layers was loaded with an increasing weight having 
the same diameter as that of the falling system and the value of the weight at the 
instant when the snow layer began to give way was taken as the statical strength 
W of that layer. The oscillogram of the resisting force showed peaks of which the 
positions seemed to show a good correspondence with those of the layers in the 
stratification having large values of W. Whether such a correspondence between 
one peak and the strong layer causing it was true or not was examined in the 
following way. To the tip of the falling system was attached a string which would 
stop the fall of the falling system by suspending it just before the front of the 
compressed snow reached the top of the strong layer in question. The peak which 
had been supposed to be caused by that layer in the experiment performed before 
without the string actually vanished in this case, confirming the presupposition. 
On the basis of such a correspondence found between the peaks of the resisting 
force and the strong layers it could be determined which snow layer caused which 
part of the oscillogram of the resisting force. 

Soft compact snow layer was apt to show a resisting force which graphed as 
a train of steep peaks. Under the assumption that each of the steep peaks was 
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caused by an impulsive force the magnitude of the latter was determined by nu
merical calculation from the form of the train of peaks. Successive two or three 
of the impulsive forces tended to coalesce into a single one as the speed of the 
falling system was increased in accord with the theory advanced in § 10 in relation 
to the origin of such an impulsive force. 

§ 13. The stop of the fall of the falling system. The resisting force of snow 
showed usually a nearly constant value WI about twice as large as the weight of 
the falling system for a rather long period in the later stage of its fall. Simultane
ously with the arresting of the descent of the falling system the value of the 
resisting force declined to the same value as that of the weight of the falling system. 
WI is expected to be not far different from the statical strength W of the deepest 
snow layer to be broken down by the falling system because its speed must be 
much reduced when its descent is approaching the end. Indeed W" was found to 
be 70~80% of W. 

The statical strength of the bottom of the hole made by the falling 5ystem 
showed a large value WI!: 2.5 to 3 times as large as W. When the falling system 
was dropped on the bottom of the hole the oscillogram of the resisting force showed 
a very steep and high peak at first followed by a long lasting constant force having 
a value nearly equal to WI. The authors suppose that the undeformed snow mass 
surrounding the compressed snow below the bottom of the hole had enough time· 
to adhere to the compressed snow while it was standing still after the first fall of 
the falling system had come to the end. The steep large peak of the resisting 
force appearing in the case of the second fall onto the bottom of the hole must 
have been the impulsive force needed to destroy the adherence between the above 
two snows. The realization of such an adherence can explain also the fact that the 
statical strength W of the bottom of the hole was found to have a large value. 

§ 14. The softness of snow. The ratio (m/w), where m and w denote respectively 
the mass of snow which had filled the space of the hole before it was made by 

the falling system and the work done by gravity on the falling system during the 
whole course of its fall, was taken as a measure of the softness of snow. The 
time mean value R of the resisting force of snow which could be obtained from 
its oscillogram was found to be the smaller as the ratio (m/w) became larger
evidence for the adequacy of taking the ratio (m/w) for a measure of the softness. 
The value of (m/w) was found to lie in the range from 0.5 to 1.5 gr/kg-wt·cm in 
the case of compact snow. It was much larger on the soft snow and the granular 

snow. 
The time TI from the instant of the first contact of the falling system with 

the snow to the inst<;lnt of its arrest by the snow was plotted against the subsidence 
depth Dof the falling system. The mean falling speed (D/T) of the system was 

found to be confined in a rather narrow range from 35 em/sec to 70 em/sec. 
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